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QUESTION: 1
What feature requires extra licensing in TSM 6?

A. De-duplication
B. Reporting/monitoring
C. Individual mail box restore
D. LAN free backup

Answer: D

QUESTION: 2
Where does FastBack fit in with the TSM family?

A. FastBack and TSM are the same thing.
B. FastBack and TSM don't work or fit together.
C. FastBack is a remote and back office backup solution with no TSM integration.
D. FastBack is a recovery solution for mission critical Windows applications and for
remote/branch offices with integration to TSM in the data center.

Answer: D

QUESTION: 3
Tivoli Storage Productivity Center (TPC) for replication can provide which of the following?

A. management of IBM Flashcopy
B. management of EMC's Timefinder
C. management of HDS Shadowlmage
D. manage Vmware ESX backups

Answer: A

QUESTION: 4
SAN Volume controller allows IBM to reduce cost of storage and storage administration. How
is this achieved?
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A. Allowing us to visualize, virtualize and control many vendors' disks
B. Control only IBM assets
C. Allows us to report on EMC disks
D. Allows us to make all IBM disks look like the same type of disk

Answer: A

QUESTION: 5
What advantages does TSM 6 database offer?

A. More availability because of online reorganizations
B. More scalability because of large database capacity
C. Faster performance because of a larger recovery log
D. All of the above

Answer: B

QUESTION: 6
What features describe how TSM native de-duplication is done?

A. Out-of-band; tape storage pool; block level
B. In-band; disk storage pool; file level
C. Out-of-band disk storage pool; block level I
D. In-band; tape storage pool; file level

Answer: C

QUESTION: 7
Can TSM use the ProtecTIER de-duplication solution?

A. Yes - that is what TSM native de-duplication is based on
B. Yes - it can be used with TSM as a virtual tape library storage pool
C. No - it does not work with TSM
D. No - only TSM native de-duplication works
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